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WHY LOYALTY MATTERS



Source: Bond Loyalty Report 2020

LOYALTY PROGRAMS WORK

More consumer engagement with 
brands offering loyalty programs.
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THE INNOVATOR’S DILEMMA
The ‘inevitable’ life-cycle of a great product or service offering.
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Development Launch Growth Maturity Contraction

Creative Challenge

Discovery Challenge

Scale Challenge

Engagement Challenge

Retention Challenge



Development Launch Growth Maturity Contraction

THE INNOVATOR’S DILEMMA
The loyalty lift 
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Impact of Loyalty Program

Promotion

Organic Lift

Deeper Engagement



WHY FOCUS ON LOYALTY

• Seize competitive advantage
• Capture market share
• Exploit marketing investment efficiencies
• Leverage marketing resources effectively
• Respond to consumer demand 



Adapted from Loyalty Academy. 

WHAT IS LOYALTY?
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WHAT IS LOYALTY?

• Repeat purchase? 
• Share of wallet? 
• Member retention? 
• Cross-sell? 
• Higher margins?

• Referrals? 
• Social advocacy?
• Engagement?
• Lifetime value? 
• All of the above? 
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LOYALTY IS A RELATIONSHIP

Relationships:
• Are long-term
• Are interactive
• Provide value for both parties
• Build equity over time 
• Require dialogue and communication
• Must evolve to thrive



STRONG RELATIONSHIPS

Business benefits
• Increased visits
• Increased spend
• Continued patronage
• Increase yield
• Increased referral

Customer benefit
• Valuable rewards
• Special recognition
• Relevant offers
• Personalized experiences
• Community engagement
• Sense of belonging
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WHAT IS LOYALTY MARKETING

An established marketing discipline that rewards and 
recognizes best members to increase their lifetime value

Program design is focused on:
• Identification of best members
• Engagement, retention and monetization
• Increased yield
• Long-term relationships
• Positive business outcomes
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WHERE LOYALTY MARKETING WORKS

Overcomes environments with competitive parity:
• Price
• Product
• Service

Traditional currency based programs work best in these industries:
• In highly competitive markets
• With higher fixed and lower variable costs
• With perishable inventory
• In which customer behavior can be tracked
• With relatively high frequency purchase-cycles



6.8X LIFT 

When a program interacts with a member 
at the right moments, brands experience 
a 6.8x lift in agreement that the program 
makes the brand experience better. 

Source: Bond Loyalty Report 2022



PROGRAM LOYALTY
Ranked by sector

Source: Bond Loyalty Report 2022

LOYALTY PROGRAMS

CREDIT CARD PROGRAMS



PRE- VS. POST-PANDEMIC LOYALTY

2022 2021 Change

I am more likely to recommend brands with good loyalty programs. 74% 73% +1%

Programs make me more likely to do business with brands. 78% 80% -2%

I modify amount spent to maximize the benefits I achieve. 65% 68% -3%

I modify timing of my purchases to maximize the benefits I receive. 66% 71% -5%

I modify brands I purchase from to maximize the benefits I achieve. 66% 67% -1%

Programs are part of my relationships with brands 72% 74% -2%

Source: Bond Loyalty Report 2022
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POST-PANDEMIC BEHAVIOR
Strongest drivers of new brand purchases

48%    Availability

34 %   Convenience

25%    Value

16%    Quality

11%    Purpose-driven

Predicted Evolution

• Value, quality will stay at the top
• Health and safety concerns will change CX
• Alignment with brand values becomes stronger 

influence



WHAT INFLUENCES 
PURCHASE BEHAVIOR

• 75% of U.S. consumers are trying new shopping behaviors in response to 
economic pressure, store closures, and changed priorities

• Gen Z and high earners are most prone to switching brands

40
%

36
%

25
%

New shipping method New brand New e-tail/website

Source: McKinsey  Study 2020



HISTORY OF LOYALTY
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MARKETERS HAVE ALWAYS 
REWARDED THE BEST CUSTOMERS

1700s

1896

1929

1979

Shopkeepers give 
copper tokens to 
be redeemed for 
future purchases

Sperry & 
Hutchinson offer 
“green stamps” to 
retailers to reward 
their customers

Betty Crocker 
debuts their Box 
Top program, the 
first branded 
proprietary reward 
program

Texas International 
Airlines launches 
the first airline 
loyalty program, 

1980 Western Airline 
launches the first 
airline loyalty 
program, Travel 
Bank
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THE BIRTH OF MODERN LOYALTY 
MARKETING: 1981

• American Airlines launches AAdvantage frequent-flyer program
• First use of a database (reservation system) to track customer behavior
• First use of promotional currency, miles, to reward behavior
• Established soft benefits, like upgrades, as a necessary component to the 

program 
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THE LOYALTY
EXPL     SION1981

1983

1984

American Airlines
AAdvantage 
(May 1)

Marriot Hotels
Honored Guest

Neiman Marcus 
inCircle

AT&T
Opportunity Calling

1992United Airlines
Mileage Plus
(May 7)

American Express
Platinum card

Air Miles (UK)

Air Miles (Canada)

FIRST OF 
ITS KIND

Diners Club 
“Club Rewards” 
program

1987
Citibank, in partnership with 
American Airlines
Credit card reward program 
allowing customers to earn 
free or reduced airfare by 
using their cards



PSYCHOLOGY OF LOYALTY
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UNLOCKING LOYALTY

• Find the customer’s emotional connection point to the brand
• Build the relationship around that connection point 
• Provide opportunities for the customer to rationalize the choice 
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FOUNDATIONS OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR

Self-determination theory entails three basic intrinsic needs 

• Autonomy 
• Being a causal agent of one’s own life
• Engaging the concept of growth and discovery

• Competence 
• We are competitive and welcome challenges
• We seek achievement, even mastery 

• Social relatedness 
• We value relationships and community 
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REINFORCING DESIRED BEHAVIOR

B.F. Skinner: introduced the concept of Operant Conditioning where 
associations are made between behavior and consequence

• Actions followed by desirable outcomes are more likely to be repeated 
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REINFORCEMENT + EXPECTANCY

Julian Rotter: introduced Behavior Potential (the likelihood of behavior 
change) as a function of expectancy and reinforcement value

BP = f(E+RV)

• Expectancy refers to the perceived likelihood of reaching the reward
• Reinforcement value refers to the perceived desirability of the reward 
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PERCEPTION OF PROGRESS

Dreze and Nunez: The Endowed Progress effect is the perception of progress 
towards a goal sparks motivation to complete the goal 

• Humans prefer a head start; giving them a perceived advantage triggers 
further action towards a goal
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EGOTISM + VALUE ALIGNMENT

Brett W. Pelham:  Social psychologist introduced Implicit Egotism asserting that 
most people associate positively with themselves 

• This helps explain why people prefer brands or products that resemble them 
or their own beliefs in some way

Vanity sells, but so do values.
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CREATING FINISH LINE ENERGY

Clark Hull: Goal Gradient Effect is the desire to reach a goal increases with the 
proximity of the goal 

• Charitable contributions increase as the “fundraising thermometer” fills up 
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LOSS AVERSION STIMULATES 
PROGRAM RETENTION

Tversky and Kahneman: Loss Aversion is a cognitive bias that describes why 
the pain of losing is psychologically twice as powerful as the pleasure of 
gaining

• People react differently to negative and positive changes. Simply put, 
it’s better not to lose $20, than to find $20.



DEFINING LOYALTY
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70% OF ALL CONSUMER LOYALTY 
IS UP FOR GRABS

82%OF CONSUMERS ARE 
EPHEMERALS

“I’m loyal, but always 
looking for a better deal.”

Said the chance to earn points 
influences them to ignore offers from 
competitive brands52%

70%

OF CONSUMERS ARE 
UNSHAKEABLES

“I only buy from my favorite brands.”

28%

Participants in loyalty programs who 
agree they are more likely to purchase 
from a company when active in their 
program



THE LOYALTY DILEMMA

Data collection Equity
How do we create 
sustainable equity with 
customers or members 
that earns “share of 
mind”? 

Uniqueness
What models and 
structures ensure our 
loyalty program is 
differentiated from “just 
another campaign”?

How do we collect data 
to create a core 
connection with our 
customers or members 
that builds relationships 
and creates trust? 

Adapted from Loyalty Academy. 
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OPTIMAL VALUE PROPOSITION

Rational
“I get my money’s worth”

Offer
Transaction

Points
Dollars

Calculations
Mercenary

Community
Special access
Special privileges
Exclusive benefits
Preferred pricing
Experiences

Emotional
“I am a valuable customer”
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BENEFIT STRUCTURES

Hard Benefits: Rational
• Economic benefits based on an 

accrued account 
• Builds over time until reward levels 

are achieved
• Rewards are relevant, achievable 

of high perceived value 

Soft Benefits: Emotional
• Special privileges, discounts, access
• Designed to make customers feel 

special
• Offers proportional to customer 

value and tied to brand persona
• Seamless operational delivery 

required
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EMOTION IS MORE POWERFUL

“We now accept that human beings are 
powered by emotion, not by reason. 
Emotion and reason are intertwined, but 
when they are in conflict, emotion wins 
every time.”

- Roberts, K. (2002). Annual 
ESOMAR Conference.

Consumers say they make purchase decisions for rational reasons, but most 
often make purchase decisions based on unconscious emotional factors.

“The essential difference between emotion 
and reason is that, while reason leads to 
conclusions, emotion leads to action.”

- Calne, D. (2000). Within 
Reason: Rational and Human 
Behavior. Vintage Books. 
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EMOTION EXPLAINS THE SAY-DO GAP

What consumers say they prefer is often different from what they actually 
prefer!

In focus groups and primary research: 
• Ask consumers which reward they prefer, and they will say “cash” – the 

rational response. 
• Watch what consumers redeem for and the influence of emotion is clear;

• Experiences trump cash
• Promotional currency can help increase the perceived value of a reward 
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FOCUS ON THE BEST CUSTOMERS

Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto: Was credited with the Pareto Effect whereby 
“80% of effects derive from 20% of causes.” 

In business: “80% of your profits derive from 20% of your customers.” 

What are “best customers”? 
• High value 

• High potential 
• Brand advocates



TIERED BENEFITS
DIAMOND ·  PLATINUM ·  GOLD ·  SILVER

Hard benefits according to customer value and potential

• Avoid over-funding low-value segments
• Avoid under-funding high-value segments

Soft benefits to retain high-value customers

• Reserve most differentiating benefits for highest-value tier
• Create aspirational benefits to drive migration to higher tiers



Example: Gamification
Engagement elements that use game theory to reward 
repeated visits and interactions with the program and its 
digital or physical assets.

• Badges
• “Leveling up”

• Accumulated mastery
• Social “bragging”

Engagement Elements: 
Fun, compelling digital or physical program elements or 
marketing tools that allow marketers to capture, track, 
and reward behaviors across a customer or employee 
lifecycle.

THE INTERSECTION OF 
LOYALTY AND ENGAGEMENT



LOYALTY OBJECTIVES



Build a compelling value proposition
• Blend of reward and recognition
• Integrate consistently with your corporate brand

IMPACTFUL LOYALTY
Four components.



Build a foundation for dialogue
• Collect relevant and predictive data
• Establish effective communication channels
• Leverage data to deliver timely, personalized & relevant content

IMPACTFUL LOYALTY
Four components.



Focus on best customers
• High current & high potential
• Allocate dollars & resources accordingly

IMPACTFUL LOYALTY
Four components.



• Measure success excessively
• Create realistic goals & objectives
• Rigorously measure incremental effect
• Learn from failures and iterate successes

IMPACTFUL LOYALTY
Four components.



DESIGN PRINCIPLES



BUSINESS PERFORMANCE MODEL 

Leadership

Profitable Growth

Employment 
Experience

Employee 
Attitudes

Employee 
Behavior

Customer 
Experience

Customer 
Satisfaction

Customer 
Behavior



VALUE DISCIPLINES
Operational Excellence Customer Intimacy

Product Leadership

“Operationally Excellent firms 
conveniently provide customers with 

high quality standard products or 
services at extremely low prices.”

“Customer Intimate firms manage 
customers for their lifetime profit 
stream and not margin for individual 
transactions.”

“Product Leadership firms strive continually to obsolete 
current market offerings with leading edge, innovative 
products that give increased values to customers.”

Adapted from The Discipline of Market Leaders, Michael Treacy and Fred Wierseman. 



A BRANDED CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE DRIVES LOYALTY

• Inconsistent
• Unintentional

• Consistent
• Intentional
• Differentiated
• Valuable

The key to driving 
customer loyalty is a 
consistent, intentional, 
differentiated, and 
valuable experience for 
your customers.

• Consistent
• Intentional
• Not differentiated
• Not valuable

Random 
Experience

Predictable 
Experience

Branded 
Experience

Loyalty



CHARACTERISTICS OF A BRANDED 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

Consistent A predictable experience or reaction

Intentional Deliberate in the pursuit of customer 
requirements

Differentiated Unique in the marketplace

Valuable To the customer—in tangible and 
intangible ways



THE ROAD MAP
Customer

People

Processes

Products/ 
Services

Implementation of 
a Branded 
Customer 
Experience

Profitable 
Growth



IMPLEMENTING A BRANDED CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE INVOLVES MULTIPLE AND 

SIMULTANEOUS STREAMS OF WORK

Branded 
Customer 

Experience

Leadership Performance
Standards

Learning &
Development

HR
Systems

Process
Improvement

Product
Development

Information
Technology

Organizational 
Structure

Communication

Measurement



Source: “Putting the Service Profit Chain to Work,” Harvard Business 
Review, March/April 1990

Zone of Defection

Zone of Indifference

Zone of Affection

1 2 3 4 5

100%

80%

60%

40%

20%

Extremely
Dissatisfied

Somewhat
Dissatisfied

Slightly
Dissatisfied

Satisfied Very
Satisfied

“Terrorist”

“Apostle”

On the Satisfaction 
Loyalty Curve, 
research indicates 
that only totally 
satisfied customers 
will remain loyal and 
tell others

Satisfaction Measure
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CUSTOMER LOYALTY
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FINAL THOUGHTS
• Start with objectives
• Seek alignment on measurement
• Structure a balanced value proposition
• Segment your customer base
• Be strategic with your model selection
• Implement thorough data collection opportunities
• Have a dialogue with your customers
• Build a branded member experience



Q&A
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